
TUE SOWER.

Frances Ridley Iftvetgal.

“I had much seed to now," said one ; “Iplanned 
To fill broad furrows and to catch it spring,

And motor it with care. Hut now the hand
Of Him to whom I sought great sheares to bring 

Is laia upon His laborer, and I wait,
Weak, helpless, at His palace gate.

“Now I have nothing onlg dag bg dug 
Grace to sustain me till the dag is done ;

And some sweet passing glimpses bg the 
Of Him, the altogether Intel g one,

And some strange things to learn, unlearned before,
I hat make the suffering light, if it but teach me more.'1

Yet, from the hush of that secluded room,
forth floated winged steeds of thought and prayer— 

Those, reaching many a d. sert place to bloom,
And pleasant fruit an hundredfold to bear,

Those, wafted heavenward with song and sigh,
To fall again with showers of blessings from on high.
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fail, for they need fount Take coil liver oil t No! Their 
poor stomachs rebel. Take emulsionsI No! They are 
equally distasteful. Nothing will effect a cum but Mh 
with Cod Liver (Ml. The oil, rendered pilot a hit- mid 
digest ton, In quickly assimilated, mid Mal'.lno. equal In 
tlon to the oil, and oven surpassing it In energetic act ion upon 
the digestive pDowse*, unite In producing increased weight, 
improved color, and that elasticity and buoyancy which 
herald returning health. Maltine with < od Liver (Mi has a 
remedial value ton times greater than emulsions One of 
England's greatest physicians (Dr. Fothorgill) says : “There 
is no remedy that can take the place of Maltine in cases of 
Debility and Nervous Prostration."
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equal to a new machine, all 
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are also guaranteed for one year 
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